INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL FOR YOUNG PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
“FUTURE LAB”
(Balkal Hall)

Organized by: The WCP Youth Section, the PPL Youth Section under the auspices of the National Self-Regulating Organization of the Union of Psychotherapists and Psychologists.

Chaired by: Ekaterina Makarova, MSc., Ph.D. candidate at the Sigmund Freud University (Vienna, Austria), psychoanalyst, Head of the PPL Central Council Committee for Personal Therapy, PPL certified personal therapist - advisor, PPL accredited supervisor, PPL lecturer of international level, Chairman of the International Section of PPL, Chairman of the WCP Youth Section, Moscow (Russia)

Introduction

The Future Lab will present research projects, socially focused start-ups, and psychotherapeutic techniques carried out by young specialists in psychotherapy (no more than 5 years of professional experience) to receive feedback from highly achieved world mental health professionals.

Thematic Areas:
➢ Psychotherapy and Education
➢ Digitalization Challenges for Psychotherapy
➢ Four-part System of Education for Psychotherapists

Discussion: The Future of Psychotherapy: Can Artificial Intelligence to Perform Functions of Psychotherapist?

12:30 Feedback from sessions and wrap-up discussion